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Abstract

With its unique properties, single layer graphene (SLG) has been considered as an
outstanding candidate for many possible future applications in nano-electronics as
well as in ultrafiltration. This has triggered considerable interest in the investigation of
its electronic structure, and possibilities to modify this structure, e.g. by ion impact,
have been investigated. In this connection collision studies with ions and the result-
ing electron emission can help to improve the understanding of interaction processes
between charged projectiles and this ultimately thin 2D material.

In this thesis ion-induced electron emission from freestanding SLG is investigated.
A new experimental setup for detecting emitted electrons in coincidence with ions
traversing through the graphene has been built. Thin carbon foils, single layer graphene
and its Quantifoil support have been bombarded with slow multiply charged Arq+ ions
(2 ≤q≤ 9) with impact energies≤ 54 keV to determine the number statistics of emit-
ted electrons. An evaluation routine is implemented enabling a routine calculation of
the total emission yield. For obtaining the emission statistics non-negligible electron
backscattering from the detector surface and various background contributions are
taken into account.

To gain access to contributions by kinetic and potential electron emission, mea-
surements with varying projectile velocities and charge states are performed. A linear
dependence of the electron emission yield on the ion impact velocity is found for
graphene and amorphous carbon. The obtained data are compared with emission
yields from highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). The dependence on the ion
charge state is observed by bombarding the examined targets with argon ions at a
fixed impact energy. As expected a strong dependence on the projectile charge state
is shown for all these carbon-based materials pointing to a dominant potential emis-
sion process. For bombardment with multiply charged ions SLG is found to have a
higher electron emission yield compared to amorphous carbon.

Within the scope of this thesis the Quantifoil support, on which the graphene is
mounted, was found to be not sufficiently thick to stop Ar projectiles at these impact
energies. Coincidence measurements of ion-induced electron emission are therefore
not able to separate electrons originating from SLG and those from SLG on Quantifoil
support. A possible solution for this problem is suggested in the Outlook of this work.
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Kurzfassung

Mit seinen einzigartigen Eigenschaften wird monolagiges Graphen schon jetzt als her-
vorragender Kandidat für zukünftige Anwendungen gesehen. Dies hat in den letzten
Jahren zu einer Vielzahl an Untersuchungen der elektronischen Struktur von Graphen
geführt. Wechselwirkungsprozesse mit Ionen und die dabei resultierende Elektronen-
emission soll einen tieferen Einblick in mögliche Modifizierungen genau dieser Struk-
tur geben und vor allem dabei helfen, die zugrundeliegenden Wechselwirkungspro-
zesse zwischen geladenen Teilchen und diesen ultimativ dünnen Materialien zu ver-
stehen.
Im Rahmen dieser Diplomarbeit wurde Ionen-induzierte Elektronenemission aus frei-
stehendem Graphen untersucht und zu diesem Zwecke eine neue Messapparatur auf-
gebaut. Diese ermöglicht es, emittierte Elektronen in Koinzidenz mit den entspre-
chenden Ionen zu detektieren, die die Monolage aus Graphen durchqueren. Lang-
same mehrfach geladene Arq+-Ionen (2≤q≤9) mit Energien unterhalb von 54 keV
werden zur Kollision mit dem genannten Graphen und weiteren Materialien, wie dün-
nen Kohlenstofffolien und dem Trägermaterial Quantifoil, gebracht. Daraus ließ sich
eine statistische Verteilung der im Mittel emittierten Elektronen gewinnen. Außer-
dem wurde ein Auswerteprogramm implementiert, welches unter Berücksichtigung
von Elektronenrückstreuung von der Detektoroberfläche und diversen Untergrund-
beiträgen die Bestimmung der totalen Elektronenemission ermöglicht.
Messungen mit variierenden Projektilgeschwindigkeiten wurden durchgeführt, um
einen umfassenderen Zugang zu den Beiträgen der kinetischen Emission wie auch
der Potentialemission zu erlangen. Eine lineare Abhängigkeit der beobachteten Elek-
tronenemission von der Aufprallgeschwindigkeit der Ionen konnte sowohl für Gra-
phen als auch für die amorphen Kohlenstoff Folien gezeigt werden. In guter Über-
einstimmung können die erhaltenen Daten mit jenen für Elektronenemission von
HOPG (Highly Ordered Pyrolytic Graphite) verglichen werden. Des weiteren wurde
die Abhängigkeit der Ausbeute an emittierten Elektronen vom Ladungszustand des
eintreffenden Ions für eine fixe Projektil-Energie bestimmt. Wie es für die hier domi-
nante Potentialemission zu erwarten ist, zeigte sich eine starke Abhängigkeit vom La-
dungszustand des Ions für alle untersuchten Kohlenstoff-basierten Materialien. Es ist
eindeutig zu erkennen, dass Graphen, verglichen mit einer um einiges dickeren Koh-
lenstofffolie, beim Beschuss mit mehrfach geladenen Ionen eine höhere Elektronen-
emission aufweist.
Als wichtiges Resultat stellte sich heraus, dass das Trägermaterial Quantifoil nicht dick
genug ist, um die einfallenden Argon-Ionen zu stoppen. Koinzidenzmessungen für
Ionen-induzierte Elektronenemission sind daher derzeit nicht in der Lage, emittier-
te Elektronen von freistehendem Graphen von jenen zu separieren, die von Graphen
auf dem Trägermaterial stammen. Eine Möglichkeit dieses Manko zu beheben, wird
im Ausblick dieser Arbeit vorgestellt.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The interaction of highly charged ions (HCI) with solid surfaces has been a much re-
searched topic in the last years due to the wide range of possible applications. One
reason for the attempt to understand the underlying physical processes is well-grounded
in plasma physics, where HCI largely contribute to plasma wall interactions [1–3]. Fur-
thermore highly charged ions find their application in nano-electronics as, for exam-
ple, in semiconductor technology, where the ability for structuring surfaces at the
nano-scale can be of great interest. Since its discovery [4] single layer graphene
(SLG), a thin membrane made of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms with unique electronic
properties, has been considered as an excellent candidate for these future nano-
electronics. Moreover, the outstanding property of allowing water to pass while being
almost completely impervious to liquids and gases [5] lead very recently to new ideas
of using graphene as an ultrafiltration medium, acting as a barrier between two sub-
stances [6–8]. Finally, with the access to this ultimately thin 2D materials, interaction
studies between highly charged ions and freestanding SLG become of genuine inter-
est, because they bridge the gap between atomic collisions in gaseous and those in
solid targets.

A frequent consequence of inelastic ion-surface collisions is the emission of elec-
trons, which is an important key for a detailed understanding of the relevant processes
in these interactions (e.g. [9, 10]). There one commonly distinguishes between the
kinetic electron emission (KE) [11, 12], which arises as a result of the energy and mo-
mentum transfer from the projectile to the target atoms, and the potential electron
emission (PE) [13–16], resulting from the conversion of internal energy stored in the
impinging ion via Auger-type processes.

In the past a lot of investigations on kinetic and potential electron emission from
metal [17–20] and insulator [21, 22] surfaces have been carried out at TU Wien. To
bridge the mentioned gap between the interaction of highly charged ions with solid
and gaseous targets a new experimental setup for electron emission measurements
from SLG was designed. Due to the lack of free standing graphene targets, a concept
for detecting the emitted electrons in coincidence with the transmitted slow multiply
charged Arq+ ions was drafted.



1.2 Ion-induced electron emission from surfaces

In the following, a short overview of ion-induced electron emission from surfaces
is given. In Chapter 2 the used experimental methods are introduced while Chap-
ter 3 describes the evaluation concept for determining the electron yield. Chapter 4
presents the obtained results from these coincidence measurements. Conclusions
and outlook are announced in Chapter 5.

1.2 Ion-induced electron emission from surfaces

1.2.1 General theoretical concept

When slow ions impinge on solid surfaces a multitude of phenomena, which are of
great interest in plasma physics, surface-analytics, -preparation and -modification as
well as in related applications, can be observed. The resulting interaction processes
depend on the properties of the target material as, for example, the electronic struc-
ture, transport processes, the work function and the surface topography. On the other
hand, the arising phenomena in these particle-surface interactions are also affected
by the potential and kinetic energy of the impinging ion.
A frequent consequence of inelastic collisions between slow ions and surfaces is the
emission of electrons, which are often accompanied by other processes like energy
loss and backscattering of the projectile. Electron emission from surfaces can also re-
sult from the bombardment of the solid with other particles like photons or electrons
but in this work only ion-induced electron emission is investigated.

Commonly, the electron emission is distinguished into two regimes. There is on
the one hand the kinetic electron emission, which results from the momentum and
energy transfer of the projectile to a target electron, and on the other hand the po-
tential electron emission, arising as a consequence of the initially stored energy in the
ion converted into electronic excitation of the target and causing emission of slow
electrons. Extensive reviews on KE can be found in [12] and on PE in [13].

PE starts already before the ion impacts on the target, and arises from fast elec-
tronic transitions from the surface into empty projectile states. Slow electrons are
emitted and for this process no minimum velocity is required. At higher impact ve-
locities also kinetic electron emission leads to ejection of slow electrons from the
target. Figure 1.1 presents the total electron emission yield for bombardment of a
polycrystalline gold surface with neon ions. KE results from direct binary collisions of
the projectile with target electrons. These are promoted towards the surface due to
electron-electron interaction and might be emitted from the target if they have suf-
ficient energy to overcome the surface potential barrier. The dashed line in Figure 1.1
demonstrates the theoretical velocity threshold for kinetic electron emission due to
direct momentum transfer [23]. By cause of other KE mechanism like electron pro-
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1 Introduction

motion the actual KE threshold can be somewhat lower (as seen from the q=1 curve
in Figure 1.1). Below the kinetic emission threshold potential electron emission is the
only possible mechanism.

atom’’ already before its close surface contact [36],
and is then de-excited during its stopping inside
the target bulk [37]. N o minimum projectile veloc-
ity is needed for P E . In order to produce K E , the
projectile must enter the target bulk for producing
free electrons, which requires a minimum velocity
( K E threshold). E lectrons released inside the target
bulk have to di  use toward the surface and escape
into vacuum, which defines three distinctive steps
for K E to take place [1,10].

In Section 3.2 we will deal with K E from the
uppermost surface and target selvage, which is
dominated by the primary ionization mechanism
only.

In Section 3.3, we will describe recent K E mea-
surements for di  erently aligned samples of highly-
oriented pyrolytic graphite ( H O P G ), where the
influence of step 2 (electron di  usion) on the ob-
served K E yields can clearly be demonstrated.

Step 3 for K E depends critically on the surface
conditions and has so far not been systematically
investigated.

F or M C I with a k inetic energy well above the
respective K E threshold, the total electron yield re-
sults from both K E and P E (cf. F ig. 3), but the rel-
ative importance of both processes will be di  cult
to assess. H owever, in Section 3.4 we demonstrate

that coincident measurements of E S versus projec-
tile energy loss can at least partially resolve this
problem.

Impact of fast charged particles (electrons, ions)
on free-electron metals excites collective oscilla-
tions of the target electron gas (plasmons; [38]).
R ecently it was found that such plasmons can also
be produced by slow ions from their potential en-
ergy (‘‘potential excitation of plasmons – P E P’’;
[39–41]). Signature for this P E P is the one-electron
plasmon decay which leaves a characteristic mark
in the ejected electron energy distribution.

In summary, inelastic interactions of slow ions
with solid surfaces cause electron emission which
clearly depends on the k inetic and potential energy
of the projectile, apart from the influence of the
target surface. F ig. 4 characterizes the overall situ-
ation of a slow M C I approaching a clean metal
surface. W e distinguish the ‘‘above-surface’’ phase
of hollow-atom formation and -decay from a sub-
sequent ‘‘at-’’ and ‘‘below-surface’’ phase where
potential- and k inetic energy-related e  ects can
jointly take place.

O ur current understanding of the P E above-sur-
face phase for clean metal targets is reasonably
good. T he subsequent neutralization and relaxa-
tion phase at and below the surface is less well
understood, since it involves an interplay of poten-
tial- and k inetic ion energy [37]. A n even more
complex situation arises with insulator surfaces
where detailed investigations with slow multi-
charged ions are still lack ing. O f particular interest
is the electronic response of the insulator surface
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Figure 1.1: Total electron emission yield originating from both potential and kinetic
emission vs impact velocity for differently charged neon ions impinging on
a polycrystalline gold target. This figure is taken from [24]. The dashed line
presents the theoretically calculated velocity threshold for KE due to direct
momentum transfer [23].

For a complete separation of these two regimes it would be necessary to have slow
ions at very high charge states (dominant PE), very slow projectiles with velocities be-
low the KE threshold (pure PE) or neutral projectiles in their ground state (pure KE).
In interaction processes where neither contribution is negligible the coincident mea-
surement of electron emission and projectile energy loss can present a convenient
instrument to separate kinetic and potential electron emission yields [25]. Varying
parameters like incident energy and impact angle also provide a deeper insight due
to the different influences on the emission yield for KE compared to PE [26].

Further information can also be gained by observing ion-induced electron emission
from different target materials. By investigating conducting surfaces in comparison to
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1.2 Ion-induced electron emission from surfaces

insulators an ample parameter range for work function and energy band gap is given.
While the interaction processes of multiply charged ions (MCI) with metals are well
understood, there is still a lack of experimental data for PE and KE from insulating
surfaces. Due to the wide electronic band gap, different dielectric response and the
charging-up of the target surface, the knowledge on ion-induced electron emission
from metal surfaces cannot be extrapolated to the ones from insulators.

Slow electron emission has been analyzed in connection with kinetic energy loss,
exit charge state and outgoing trajectories of the ion, as well as in conjunction with
fast Auger electrons and soft x-rays emitted from the projectile after the surface im-
pact. A general review on interaction of slow HCI with solid surfaces has been given
in [27]. It summarizes our understanding of HCI-surface collisions, which can be de-
scribed within the so-called hollow atom (HA) scenario [28].

When a HCI is approaching a target surface, it starts to feel its own image charge
while it is accelerated towards the solid. This results in a lower limit for the effective
projectile impact velocity and an upper limit for the interaction time above the solid
surface. Within a critical distance the neutralization process of the projectile starts
when electrons from the target are captured into highly excited (Rydberg) states of
the ion. This causes the formation of a transient multiple-excited projectile which
carries empty inner shells and is therefore called hollow atom [13, 27, 28].

The subsequent de-excitation of this short-lived inversion via various electronic
transitions leads to the decay of the hollow atom with decreasing distance to the tar-
get. As a result a large number of low energy electrons is emitted above the surface.

When the HA approaches the surface more closely, the screening of the surface
electron gas becomes dominant and all loosely bound electrons of the hollow atom
are peeled off. Due to the image charge acceleration the time for a complete de-
excitation is not sufficient and so the relaxation of the hollow atom proceeds inside
the solid. There the remaining inner shell vacancies of the strongly screened HA re-
combine, resulting in the emission of a sequence of fast Auger electrons and x-rays
[13, 27, 28]. Slow electrons reveal information on the situation of HA above and at
the target surface, fast Auger electrons and X-rays deliver information on the HA de-
velopment below the surface [27]. In Figure 1.2 a schematic overview of the different
mechanisms during the hollow atom formation and decay within MCI-surface inter-
action is given.

Several charge exchange and relaxation processes are involved in the neutralization
of a HCI. Hagstrum [14–16, 30] observed slow emitted electron yields and their en-
ergy distribution from metal surfaces. For PE he identified the four types of one- and
two- electron transitions: Resonant neutralisation (RN), resonant ionisation (RI), Auger
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1 Introduction

Figure 1.2: Different processes involved in hollow atom formation and -decay during
MCI-surface interaction (from [29]).

neutralisation (AN) and Auger de-excitation (AD). The main processes are shortly pre-
sented in the following figures, which were taken from [29] but originally presented
by [14–16, 30]. The green line indicates the potential of the solid in absence of the ion,
while the red line illustrates the characterisitcs for both, the projectile and the target.
Wφ depicts the target work function and EF the Fermi energy of the solid.

Resonant electronic transitions

Resonant electronic transitions (cf. Figure 1.3) from the solid surface into excited ion
states dominate the interaction between HCI and solids, due to the large spatial ex-
tension of one excited state wave function compared to one of the ground state. They
do not give rise to electron emission but act as a precursor for subsequent electron-
emitting processes.

Resonant neutralisation (RN) transfers an electron from the dense occupied va-
lence band of the surface into an unoccupied state of the approaching HCI. The elec-
tron capture with the highest probability is the one into Rydberg states as a result of
its large spatial extension. A sequence of RN processes generates a multiply-excited
atom with empty inner shells, the hollow atom.

5



1.2 Ion-induced electron emission from surfaces

Figure 1.3: Resonant electronic transitions cause no electron emission but act as a pre-
cursor [11, 14–16, 29, 30].

Resonant ionisation (RI) is the reverse process to RN. It requires an empty level in
the conduction band of the solid and a binding energy of the excited ion state smaller
than the surface work functionWφ. Under these conditions an electron is transferred
from the projectile into the empty states of the surface.

Quasi-resonant neutralisation (QRN) transfers an electron from tightly bound solid
states into unoccupied low-lying projectile levels. It only occurs in sufficiently close
collisions in which the overlap of inner electronic orbitals becomes noticeable. So, the
closer the ion approaches the surface the more probable this transition process be-
comes. The resulting unoccupied state in the solid leads to fast Auger electron emis-
sion.

Auger neutralisation

Since two electrons of the solid surface are involved, the Auger neutralisation (AN)
belongs to the two-electron transitions. A schematic of this process is presented in
Figure 1.4. If the available potential energy W ′

i is at least twice the surface work func-
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1 Introduction

tion Wφ one electron can be captured by the ion and the other one can be ejected
from the surface valence band with the kinetic energy

Ee ≤ W ′
i − 2 ·Wφ. (1.1)

Figure 1.4: While one target electron is captured into a lower projectile state, the other
one is emitted from the surface [11, 14–16, 29, 30].

7



1.2 Ion-induced electron emission from surfaces

Auger de-excitation

The Auger de-excitation (AD) counts also to the two-electron transitions. One elec-
tron of the solid valence band interacts with an electron of an excited ion state. If the
excitation energyWex of the projectile is still larger than the surface work functionWφ

the excited electron can be demoted into a lower lying state while it transfers its en-
ergy to a target electron which, as a consequence of this interaction, is ejected from
the surface. In this case the remaining kinetic energy Ee of the emitted electron is
given by

Ee ≤ Wex −Wφ. (1.2)

Figure 1.5: In the case of Auger de-excitation either a target electron is captured by
the ion and a projectile electron is ejected or an electron from the ion is
demoted while an electron is emitted from the surface [11, 14–16, 29, 30].

As it can be deduced from Figure 1.5 (solid lines) AD can also lead to the capture of
a surface electron into a lower projectile state with an electron being ejected from the
ion.

8



1 Introduction

Auto ionisation

Figure 1.6: Auto ionisation represents the intra-projectile Auger de-excitation of an ex-
cited ion projectile [11, 14–16, 29, 30].

Auto ionisation (AI), presented in Figure 1.6, is the intra-projectile AD of an excited
ion which requires at least two excited states of the projectile. One or more electrons
are ejected into vacuum, while others in the projectile become demoted to lower
states.

1.2.2 Classical over-barrier model

The classical over-barrier (COB) model describes the ion-induced electron emission
above the solid surface. Originally such a model was developed for ion-atom col-
lisions for characterizing one-electron capture into highly charged ions [31]. For in-
cluding multi-electron transfer it was elaborated by [32] and [33].

Due to the requirement of describing the above-surface de-excitation and neutral-
ization of a HCI the COB was further extended to ion-surface collisions [28]. Within

9



1.2 Ion-induced electron emission from surfaces

the interaction time of the projectile with the surface only classically allowed over-
the-barrier processes are sufficiently fast to lead to the observed phenomena above
the surface, as for example electron emission [34].

If a highly charged ion approaches the target surface, the collective response of
the solid electrons for large distances can be depicted by a classical image charge at-
traction [35]. The target work functionWφ detain the electrons from leaving the solid.
When the ion approaches the surface the potential barrier between the projectile and
the target drops down. The COB claims that electronic transitions can only occur if
the barrier falls below the Fermi level of the solid. Therefore the main parameter for
potential electron emission from a solid above the surface is found in the target work
function Wφ. The critical distance Rc, at which the ion-surface interaction processes
set in, is therefore depending besides the ion charge state q also on the target work
function Wφ [28, 36]

Rc = 1
2Wφ

√
8q + 2 ≈

√
2q
Wφ

, (1.3)

where the last approximation specifically pertains to HCI. As a consequence, two con-
ducting materials with the same work function should emit a similar amount of elec-
trons within the COB model.

The empirically found equation for the potential electron emission yield is in good
agreement with the classical over-barrier model. Another important prediction is the
dependence of γPE only on the perpendicular component of the ion projectile veloc-
ity, which was confirmed in many experimental works [20, 37].

The COB model was first intended for ion-metal surface interactions. Extending the
description from metal to insulating targets involves several difficulties relating to the
differences in the valance and conduction band structure. Compared to the conduct-
ing solids the holes in the insulators cannot be filled up as fast in insulators. Therefore
investigations on the neutralization process of highly charged ions approaching a LiF
surface were performed [38].

1.2.3 Potential electron emission

Charged particles carry – apart from their kinetic energy – also potential energy, which
is initially stored by ionization processes, and can therefore be determined as the sum
of the ionization energies. Potential electron emission is caused by the conversion of
this internal projectile energy via Auger-type processes. For highly charged ions the
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1 Introduction

potential energy can surmount their kinetic energy, which can lead to a PE dominance
in ion-surface interactions. PE arises at the surface impact but also above the target.
The dependence of the electron yield on the projectile velocity in the case of PE was
empirically derived as [19, 35, 39–41]:

γPE
(
v
)∣∣∣∣∣
ϑ=cons.

= γ∞ + cv√
v
, (1.4)

where γ∞ can be attributed to the "peeling-off effect" [19] during the ion-surface im-
pact. In this regime the electron yield is almost not depending on the velocity. The
inverse dependence on the projectile velocity is due to the increasing interaction time
in front of the surface at smaller velocities. The parameter cv considers the auto ion-
ization cascades in front of the surface in this collision system.

For the impact angular dependence of PE only the value of the perpendicular ve-
locity component v⊥ = v · cos(ϑ) has to be taken into consideration, as it is shown in
[20]. Here, the authors conclude that the PE is independent of the parallel compo-
nent with respect to the surface.

As a result, the angle dependent potential electron emission follows the relation

γPE
(
v, ϑ

)
= γ∞ + cv√

v · cos(ϑ)
, (1.5)

which is in good agreement with several experimental works, in which number statis-
tics of emitted electrons were measured as a function of the incident angle [20, 37].

1.2.4 Kinetic electron emission

As a result of surface bombardment with MCI energy is transferred from the projectile
to the electronic system of the target. KE follows if the energy transfer is high enough
and consequently the target work function can be overcome by the electron. Kinet-
ically emitted electrons arise, in contrast to potential electron emission, from within
the bulk and not above or at the surface. The mechanism leading to KE consist of three
steps, which are well elaborated in [11]. The first one is constituted by the excitation
of the electronic system. In many theories the different possible excitation mecha-
nism are not treated separately and therefore the generation process of electrons is
considered in a semi-empirical way, in which the kinetic electron emission yield can
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1.2 Ion-induced electron emission from surfaces

be approximated to be proportional to the electronic stopping power

Se = dE

dx

∣∣∣∣∣
e

, (1.6)

which is equal to the loss of energy E per unit path length x.

The second step comprises the diffusion processes transporting the electrons to-
wards the surface. Here the excited electrons will collide with other target electrons
transferring part of their energy to the latters, and thus an electron cascade will de-
velop. The diffusion process is followed by the electron escape through the surface
into the vacuum. For overcoming the surface-vacuum boundary a minimum velocity
will be necessary, which leads to a velocity threshold vth for kinetic electron emission
due to direct momentum transfer [23]:

vth = vF

2

(√
1 + Wφ

EF
− 1

)
(1.7)

where vF is the Fermi velocity,EF the Fermi energy andWφ the target work function.
The approximation is in good agreement with experimental data found in [23]. Typi-
cal threshold values are in the order of vth ≈ 105 m/s. Above the critical velocity the
kinetic electron emission yield increases linearly with the velocity until it reaches a
saturation as it is presented in [24] and can also be concluded from Figure 1.1. The lin-
ear behavior fits perfectly to the assumption that the kinetic electron emission yield
γKE is proportional to the electronic stopping power

γKE = Λex dE

dx

∣∣∣∣∣
e

, (1.8)

where Λex is just a material-dependent constant. Nevertheless, as a consequence
of the generated cascades of recoil target atoms and electrons for heavy projectiles,
deviation from this simple relation were found, so that γKE is more approriately de-
scribed by two separate contributions. The one part depending on the electronic
stopping power is caused by the collisions between primary ions and electrons in the
solid, while the other one – resulting from recoiling target atoms and electrons – is
related to nuclear stopping power [42, 43]. For kinetic electron emission also the an-
gular dependence of the yield has to be taken into consideration. For the assumption
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of a straight projectile path in the target and of continuous electron excitation along
this path, the total electron yield is calculated to follow an inverse cosine law [11]:

γKE (ϑ) = γ (0◦) · cos (ϑ)−1 . (1.9)

In many experimental works, as for example in [44], the predicted angular depen-
dence could be verified. For heavy particle projectiles, however, a deviation was ob-
served. In [43] the KE yield dependence on the impact angle was investigated for
protons, noble-gas ions and aluminum projectiles. The received results could be fit-
ted by the function

γKE (ϑ) = γ (0◦) · cos (ϑ)−β , (1.10)

where β is a fitting parameter related to the impact energy, and varies between
0.5 ≤ β ≤ 1.5 [11]. For high energies β approaches β → 1.
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2 Experimental methods

2.1 Ion source

For investigating ion-induced electron emission from SLG and other carbon films,
Arq+ projectiles within the energy range of 1 keV – 54 keV were used in this work. These
slow multiply charged ions were produced by the 14.5 GHz electron cyclotron reso-
nance ion source SOPHIE (SOurce for Production of Highly charged Ions using Elec-
tron cyclotron resonance) at the Institute of Applied Physics at the Vienna University
of Technology. The source is capable of creating singly, as well as highly charged ions.
For argon charge states of up to Ar14+ can be achieved [45]. An elaborated report
about SOPHIE can be found in [46].

solenoids
(magnets)

RF

gas inlet
ECR zone

extraction

biaseddisk /oven ionbeam

hexapolemagnet

microwave

Figure 2.1: Main components of an ECRIS for production of multiply charged ions.
Solenoids and multipole magnetic fields created by permanent magnets
ensure the plasma confinement [46].

The main components of an electron cyclotron resonance ion source (ECRIS) are
shown in Figure 2.1. The discharge chamber is filled with the working gas (pressure
typically≤ 1× 10−5 mbar) in which the gas atoms get ionized by collisions with elec-
trons. The thereby created plasma is immersed in a so-called "minimum-B" magnetic
field geometry, the strength of the magnetic field increases from the plasma center
outwards. Due to the Lorentz force a charged particle will move in a static and uni-
form magnetic field in a circle, while its angular frequency will be given by



2.2 Ion beam formation

ωc = qB

m
, (2.1)

where B is the magnetic field, while q and m are the charge and the mass of the ion.
The cyclotron motion of the electrons is used for ionizing the plasma. By absorption
of injected microwaves the electrons in the plasma get heated while drifting through
the so-called ECR zone. There the microwave frequency coincides with the electron
cyclotron frequencyωc according to Equation 2.1. In SOPHIE the plasma confinement
is achieved by two axial and two radial permanent magnet rings and a Halbach-type
hexapole magnet. The 12.75 GHz – 14.5 GHz microwaves are generated by a thin film
osciallator and amplified by a solid state microwave amplifier. The plasma chamber
features two separate gas inlet valves enabling the mixture of two gases, which can
be beneficial for producing higher charge states.

2.2 Ion beam formation

The extraction of the ions from the plasma is accomplished in SOPHIE by a triode
“accel-decel” extraction system. The outermost concentric electrode facing the plasma
chamber is on source potential, the next one serves as a suppressor to keep the elec-
trons inside the plasma chamber, and the inner electrode is on ground potential. The
ion beam is accelerated from the positive plasma potential to ground potential. The
system can be operated with an extraction voltage of up to 6 kV. The kinetic energy
of the accelerated ions is defined by their charge state multiplied by the adjusted ex-
traction voltage.

After the extraction system the ion beam gets focused by two magnetic quadrupoles
onto the entrance of a sector magnet, where the ions are mass-to-charge m/q ana-
lyzed before the selected ion species enter one of the three beamlines. The beamline
is separated from the sector magnet by a vacuum shutter valve. In between a Fara-
day cup for measuring the spectra of the extracted ions is arranged. In Figure 2.2 the
ion beam facility with its main components at the Vienna University of Technology is
presented.

Before the ions enter the experimental chamber they have to make their way through
an electrostatic einzel lens, and a following pair of deflection plates (cf. Figure 2.3).
The einzel lens consists of three coaxial electrically insulated cylindrical tubes, which
focus the ion beam. Each cylinder can be put at a different potential to achieve the re-
quired beam focus. To conserve the ion energy tube 1 and 3 are kept at ground level,
and only the second one is biased. To steer the ion beam and guide it through the
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6

5

43

2

71

Figure 2.2: The ion beam facility at the Vienna University of Technology, including: 1
the ECR ion source, 2 two magnetic quadrupoles for beam focussing, 3
m/q selecting sector magnet, 4 beamline shutter with faraday cup, 5
einzel lens with an attached pair of deflection plates for guiding the ion
beam into the target chamber, 6 two ion getter pumps for the required
ultra high vacuum in the beamline and 7 the collision chamber hosting
the target and the detection system

end-aperture a pair of deflection plates is attached to the end of the third tube, again
electrically insulated. The deflection plates are biased at low voltages between 0 and
±30 V.

The last beam limiting component, the end-aperture, is centered in front of the
collision chamber. The original diameter of 1 mm was minimized by adding a thin
metal foil with an even smaller pinhole (about 0.25 mm in diameter) for optimizing
the ion beam before it hits the target. For controlling the beam parameters the aper-
ture is insulated from the chamber and connected to a picoammeter, which realizes
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Figure 2.3: Drawing of the electrostatic einzel lens with the attached pair of deflection
plates [47].

current measurements in front of the target. Nevertheless, the current deposited by
impinging ions measured at the end-aperture is not the ion current that actually hits
the sample, it is just proportional to the one that reaches the target. The end-aperture
is surrounded by a cylindrical tube with a 3 mm orifice which serves as an electron re-
peller. It is negatively biased and prevents the electrons created at the end-aperture
from migrating into the target chamber. Figure 2.4 presents the ion beam on its way
from the extraction system of the ECRIS into the collision chamber while passing the
beam focusing elements described above.

2.3 Collision chamber

To avoid neutralization of the ions on their way to the target a reasonably low pres-
sure throughout the whole beamline including the sample chamber is needed. For
this requirement two ion getter pumps reduce the pressure from 1×10−5 mbar in the
source region to a low residual gas pressure of 1×10−10 mbar in the collision chamber.
Figure 2.5 reveals a detailed overview of the collision chamber. After passing the end-
aperture and the electron repeller the ion beam is directed onto the sample holder,
where the ions finally interact with the target. Besides the purpose of holding back
the negative charged particles emitted from the end-aperture, the electron repeller
also serves as a focusing electrode for the electrons ejected from the sample. Being
biased at -500 V for the case of an ion impact angle of 45◦ with respect to the im-
pinging ions it helps to guide the emitted electrons from the interaction region in the
direction of a positively biased, wired grid located in front of the detector (see Fig-
ure 2.5).

The sample carrier contains six slots for different targets and a Faraday cup in order
to locate the ion beam after it passes the end-aperture. The front plate is electri-
cally insulated from the mounting which allows the measurement of the impinging
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ECRIS

MW
M QP

sector magnet

B

valve

einzellens

sample carrier

emitted electrons

end aperture

experimental chamber

deflection
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y
z

x

percolated ions

 electron repeller

microchannel plate
        detector

PIPS detectorgrid

Figure 2.4: Schematic of the most important elements the ions pass on their way
from the ECRIS to the target in the experimental chamber (adapted from
[47]). After being focused by two magnetic quadrupoles (M QP) a specific
ion species is chosen at the sector magnet and is guided into the collision
chamber. An einzel lens and a pair of deflection plates steer the ion beam
through the end-aperture and the electron repeller. In the experimental
chamber the emitted electrons as well as the ions traversing the SLG tar-
get are detected.

ion current onto the sample carrier. A xyzϕ-manipulator enables the variation of the
position as well as the impact angle (cf. Figure 2.6). For targets that allow transmis-
sion of highly charged ions, as it is the case for single layer graphene, the traversing
ions are registered by a multichannel plate (MCP) detector located about 15 cm be-
hind the target position. The electrons created in the interaction region are extracted
by a weak positive electric field (210 V for an impact angle of 45◦ with respect to the
impinging ion beam), applied to a highly transparent grid made of thin wires. Such a
grid is mounted as close as possible to the target to achieve high electron collection
efficiency. From the grid the electrons are accelerated onto a passivated implanted
planar silicon (PIPS) detector biased at high voltage (+29 kV).
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aperture current
measurements
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Figure 2.5: The collision chamber with the end-aperture and electron repeller at its en-
trance, including the target holder, the multichannel plate (MCP) for regis-
tering the traversing ions and the planar silicon detector with the positively
biased grid arranged in front of it for determining the numbers statistics of
emitted electrons from the SLG sample (adapted from [29]).

2.3.1 Microchannel plate detector

To perform coincidence measurements it is essential to detect the emitted electrons
from the target as well as the projectiles that traverse the SLG. For this purpose a
microchannel plate detector is situated behind the sample inside the experimental
chamber. The electrons registered at the PIPS detector are only accepted if there is a
corresponding ion impinging on the microchannel plate. The concept of the coinci-
dence measurements is elaborated in Section 2.6.

The MCP detector, provided by RoentDek, consists of two microchannel plates
made from highly resistive material, and a metal anode for detecting the output elec-
tron cloud. Each MCP is containing a large number of tiny tubes, which are covered
by a material with a high secondary-electron emission coefficient in order to operate
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manipulator
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faraday
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Figure 2.6: a) Central cut through the target holder and display of the sample mount-
ing method. b) Angled view showing the connection of the holder to the
manipulator. c) Picture of the completed target holder [48].

as an electron multiplier. The working principle of the MCP detector is demonstrated
in Figure 2.7. If an ion impinges at the surface of the microchannel plate a number of
secondary electrons are ejected. By applying an electric field between the two sides
of a MCP the produced electrons are accelerated down the slot, and create a cascade
of electrons along their way, which amplifies the original signal by several orders of
magnitude depending on the MCP configuration and the strength of the applied elec-
tric field. The multiplied electrons exiting the channel are then detected by the metal
anode.

For the measurements in this work the MCP detector was operated in the chevron
configuration, as it is presented in Figure 2.7b, to reduce ion feedback in the device
and to receive a higher gain at a given voltage compared to straight channel MCP.

In the used detector the set of microchannel plates is situated in front of a wedge-
and-strip anode with a germanium layer in between. In this case the position sen-
sitivity of the anode was not used but nevertheless considered as an opportunity in
future investigations, where it might come to separation of ion exit charge states. By
implementing deflection plates – biased at a certain voltage – in front of the MCP
detector, the differently charged ions escaping the target will be focused onto differ-
ent positions at the MCP. For a chevron configuration the detector can be operated at
voltage differences up to 2.5 kV between the MCP-front and -back side, but sufficient
gain can already be obtained at lower voltages. Therefore, in order to save the elec-
tronics from damage, the presented measurements are performed by keeping the
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(a) Cross-section of a MCP (b) Chevron configuration

Figure 2.7: (a): Microchannel plate containing a large number of tiny channels in which
the impining particles create a cascade of secondary emitted electrons
while migrating through the tubes. (b): A pair of MCP with angled chan-
nels rotated 180 degrees from each other producing a chevron shape [49].

MCP’s front side at -1.7 kV and the back side at 300 V. The germanium layer, located
between the microchannel plates and the anode, is kept on a slightly more positive
potential (400 V) than the back side of the MCPs. It is capacitively coupled to the ac-
tual anode and enables therefore the operation of the anode on ground potential.

During operation the vacuum pressure in the chamber should never exceed 10−5mbar
to prevent electric discharges. Furthermore, to avoid detector damage, it is necessary
to apply the voltage to the MCP in steps of 100 V.

2.3.2 Passivated implanted planar silicon detector

The unique property of the electron number statistics method to register not only
the average number of electrons emitted, but also a statistical distribution of the
electron emission during an ion-surface interaction process has made it to be a well-
established and frequently used measuring technique for the last 25 years
[17–19, 35, 50, 51].

The number of emitted electrons n induced by a single ion impact are registered si-
multaneously by a passivated implanted planar silicon detector, biased at high voltage
UHV (25–30 kV). The detector used in this work for the electron statistics measure-
ments is provided by Canberra (BKPD100-12-300AM). It is situated in a grounded
tube, which helps to focus the electrons onto the active area of the PIPS detector. On
its inner walls the tube is highly polished to avoid field emission from tiny edges on
the tube surface, which would lead to a disturbing background noise. A weak electric
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field, applied to a highly transparent wired grid in front of the detector, collects the
slow electrons emitted from the target (collection efficiency > 97 %). After passing
the grid the electrons are further accelerated onto the detector by the high voltage
potential (cf. Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8: Left: PIPS detector at high voltage potential (red) in a grounded tube (grey)
with a ceramic insulator keeping these two potentials apart. Highly trans-
parent grid biased at positive voltage (green) in front of the detector is po-
sitioned as close as possible to the target for extracting the emitted elec-
trons from the surface [52]. Right: Cutaway view of the used Canberra
passivated implanted planar silicon detector [53].

The Canberra PIPS detector has a minimum depletion depth of 300µm, and an
active area of 100 mm2 with a 12µm aluminium layer (dead layer) on top acting as an
electrode for applying the bias voltage Ubias (typically 50–60 V).

After passing the deadlayer the accelerated electrons deposit their energy in the
active area of the detector. As a result, electron-hole pairs are created in the semi-
conductor material which are separated by an electric field generated by Ubias. This
leads to a charge-pulse, in which the total charge is proportional to the deposited
energy in the detector

E = neUHV. (2.2)
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All electrons arriving within a time window of typical 1µs are counted in one pulse
and thus, n electrons emitted due to a single projectile impact (time scale about
1×10−12 s) will be registered like one event of n×25 keV rather than n individual elec-
trons with 25 keV. The number statistics of ion-induced electron emission can there-
fore be determined from the measured pulse height distribution of this measurement
method. The evaluation procedure for gaining the electron emission yield will be elab-
orated in Chapter 3.

While traversing the deadlayer of the PIPS detector the electrons will lose already
a small part of their energy, which will cause an additional broadening of the pulse
height distribution due to statistical fluctuations of the energy loss. To avoid the su-
perposition of several ion impact events (pileups), multiple projectile hits (less than
10 kHz) within the detector dead time have to be prohibited. Therefore ne has to take
care of controlling the impinging ion count rate.

2.4 Examined target materials

Before starting the coincidence measurements the electron emission statistics (EES)
setup had to be optimized. Therefore the target holder was provided with samples,
for which the electron yield had been already well investigated in the past ([47], [54]).
A clean gold target as well as a highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) sample were
chosen in the very beginning to test the EES setup.

2.4.1 Single layer graphene and its support

After data for HOPG and Au showed that the EES branch is properly working, the ac-
tual targets of interest were mounted in the slots of the target holder. Graphene is a
two-dimensional allotrope of carbon atoms with an atomic-scale honeycomb struc-
ture. It plays an important role for understanding electronic properties of other al-
lotropes like fullerenes, graphite and carbon nano-tubes. With its unique properties
graphene captured the attention of scientists all over the world. These properties in-
clude an incredible flexibility, superb conductivity, ultra-light weight, almost evanes-
cent thickness but nevertheless being immensely tough and 100 times stronger than
steel. An overview of the unique electronic properties of graphene can be found in
[55] while Figure 2.9 shows its honeycomb structure.

The most important reason for performing coincidence measurements in the case
of single layer graphene is due to the inevitable support on which this two-dimensional
material is always attached to. A 300-mesh gold transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) grid (2.7 mm in diameter) with an additional ‘Quantifoil’ support on top, with
even smaller holes, carries the SLG sample. According to the manufacturer [56] this
supporting substrate arises by evaporating polyvinyl formal (formvar) with carbon and
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Figure 2.9: Graphene shows a two-dimensional, atomic-scale,
honeycomb lattice of carbon atoms.

subsequently dissolving the thermoplastic resins. Since the total elimination of the
formvar cannot be achieved a 20 nm thick holey Quantifoil remains from which only
half of it consists of carbon. With a hole diameter of 1.2µm with a spacing of 1.3µm
the Quantifoil, shown in Figure 2.10, is suitable for carrying the fragile SLG.

(a) Sketch of the SLG support (b) Quantifoil with 1.2µm hole diameter

Figure 2.10: (a) Since the formvar cannot be fully dissolved after the carbon evapora-
tion, a 20 nm Quantifoil consisting of 10 nm polyvinyl formal and 10 nm
carbon layer on top remains. (b) For supporting the fragile single layer
graphene a Quantifoil with 1.2µm hole diameter with a spacing of 1.3µm
was chosen. Images taken from [57].
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A detailed description of preparing clean graphene samples can be found in [58].
The commercial available graphene used for the following measurements was pur-
chased by Graphenea. In general the Quantifoil-TEM grid is placed onto the chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) graphene by using isopropyl alcohol for increasing the adhe-
sion between the thin layer and the Quantifoil. After this the copper foil gets removed
by placing the sample for 24 hours into ammonium persulphate, adding deionized
water and subsequently lifting the TEM grid out of the solution. Typically 80-90% of
the Quantifoil holes are covered with graphene.
For receiving EES from the support and compare it to the results of SLG, a TEM grid
just covered by the Quantifoil without graphene on top was mounted in the target
holder as well. This was essential to understand whether ions with high kinetic en-
ergies are able to traverse the Quantifoil support or are simply blocked by the latter,
which is crucial for separating electrons emitted from the support from those orig-
inating from the graphene by means of coincidence measurements. In Section 4.1
this important question will be further elaborated. In Figure 2.11a a TEM grid covered
by the Quantifoil support can be observed. In comparison to that Figure 2.11b shows
the target of interest,i.e. the TEM grid with Quantifoil support covered by single layer
graphene.

(a) TEM grid covered with
Quantifoil support

(b) TEM grid and Quantifoil
support covered with SLG

Figure 2.11: (a) The shimmering surface indicates the Au coating of a TEM grid
with a Quantifoil support on top. (b) In addition to the Quantifoil
layer the TEM grid is covered with single layer graphene. It is clearly
visible that not 100 % are coated.
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2.4.2 Thin carbon foils

Graphite is one of the most common allotropes of solid carbon, which also includes
HOPG and graphene. In addition to these two cases it was decided to provide the
target holder with extremely thin carbon foils to compare the EES results with those
from SLG. For the preparation of such targets the given instructions in [59] were fol-
lowed. The thin carbon foil (in a range between 1µg/cm2 and 20µg/cm2) mounted
on a glass substrate was removed from the support by immersing it into water. The
floating thin foil was captured by either a TEM grid or a stainless steel aperture (1–
3 mm diameter). This preparation procedure of the carbon foil targets can be seen in
Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: After cutting off a part of the carbon foil on the glass substrate it gets re-
moved from the substrate by immersing it into water. The floating piece
of carbon foil can now be captured by a TEM grid or an aperture.

According to [59] a bulk density of 2.00 g/cm3 is assumed and therefore, to achieve
the equivalent thickness in nanometers, the areal density in µg/cm2 has to be multi-
plied by 5.

For comparing the electron yield of single layer graphene resulting from the coin-
cidence measurements performed, the target holder was provided with two similar
carbon foils of 5µm/cm2 areal density mounted on a Au TEM grid and the other one
on a stainless steel aperture with 1 mm diameter. Both targets already positioned in
the slots of the target holder can be seen in Figure 2.13.
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(a) TEM grid with 5µg/cm2

carbon foil
(b) Aperture with 1 mm
diameter with 5µg/cm2

carbon foil

Figure 2.13: (a) The carbon foil target with the beam-exposed side facing up
mounted on a not fully covered Au TEM grid. (b) The carbon foil
covers the whole 1 mm aperture.

To check whether projectiles are able to penetrate through the 5µg/cm2 carbon
sample especially in the case of high impact energies, as a first attempt coincident
spectra of these carbon targets were recorded. The nominally – according to [59] –
25 nm thick carbon foil fully covering the aperture (see Figure 2.13b) was bombarded
with Ar9+ ions in the energy range 9–54 keV. The count rate received at the MCP de-
tector was compared to the one obtained by removing the target holder from the ion
beam. With the C-target inserted the count rate dropped to less than 2% of the value
without C-foil, indicating that the used carbon foils are able to stop even 54 keV Ar9+

ions. Consequently only non-coincidence measurements were performed for the
C-sample mounted on the aperture (cf. Figure 2.13b).

Despite the experimental observations numerical simulations with SDTRIM.SP (Static
and Dynamic TRIM Sequential and Parallel software) for calculating the stopped frac-
tion per penetration depth in amorphous carbon were performed for Ar projectiles.
Based on Monte Carlo algorithm the transport of ions through matter is simulated,
assuming a binary collision approximation (BCA) for the atomic collisions in an amor-
phous target [60–62]. Without any concerns a thickness of 25 nm should be suffi-
ciently thick to stop 12 keV Ar ions (cf. Figure 2.14). This projectile impact energy was
chosen for most of the performed measurements. Although no coincidences were
experimentally received for 54 keV Ar ions impinging on the carbon sample (less than
2% of the value without C-foil), the fraction of these projectiles stopped by the car-
bon foil – according to the simulations (cf. Figure 2.14 ) – is almost negligible. This
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discrepancy in experimental and numerical evaluation may be an interplay of differ-
ent causes. One possible explanation could be that the actual thickness of the applied
5µg/cm2 carbon foil is greater than the assumed 25 nm. In case of 80 nm carbon al-
most every projectile in the assumed energy range would be stopped by the sample,
according to the SDTRIM.SP simulations presented in Figure 2.14. Multiple collisions
and associated scattering processes of the projectiles within the target bulk, which will
cause a deviation of the ions on their way through the sample, have to be considered
as well. In this case most projectiles will no longer reach the MCP detector, which
will reduce the chance for coincidences. Moreover, the actual stopping power within
the first layers of the carbon target could be much higher than the one used in the
simulations, leading to neutral projectiles, exiting the C-foil with very low velocity and
therefore very low efficiency of being registered by the MCP detector.
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Figure 2.14: SDTRIM.SP simulation (performed by Bernhard Berger) presenting the
stopped fraction per depth for argon impinging on carbon.

For the C-foil on the TEM grid (sample shown in Figure 2.13a) 20-30% of the in-
coming ions pass through holes and cause a signal at the MCP detector. Although in
principle this would allow coincidence measurements for this carbon sample, no cor-
responding electron is emitted for ions traversing a hole. All coincidences measured
are therefore random coincidences. They occur if another ion induces electron emis-
sion from the carbon foil within the still opened gate window caused by a previous
projectile. For non-coincidence measurements from the C-foil mounted on the TEM
grid, the resulting electron emission will be falsified by the contribution of electrons
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emitted from the gold TEM grid (cf. Figure 2.13a).
Therefore all following results for amorphous carbon foils included in the present work
were obtained by evaluating the electron emission yield for non-coincidence spectra
from the C-foil mounted on the aperture (sample shown in Figure 2.13b). The imping-
ing ion beam was adjusted precisely to ensure that no electrons were emitted from
the surrounding support of the C-foil.

2.5 Electronics and data acquisition

The following section should give a short overview of the electronics used for data
acquisition in this work. Figure 2.15 illustrates the main components essential for per-
forming coincidence measurements.

In order to supply the PIPS detector with high voltage (29 kV) the whole setup for
registering the emitted electrons is arranged in a faraday cage. An insulator separates
the high voltage from the ground potential. When an electron impinges on the ac-
tive area of the PIPS detector the thereby created electron-hole paisr are captured
by the bias voltage which leads to a charge-pulse at the detector output. This signal
is extracted from the detector by a preamplifier (ORTEC 142B) without significantly
degrading the signal-to-noise ratio. The preamplifier prepares the signal for the fur-
ther processing in a shaping amplifier by means of integrating the received signal on
a feedback capacitor resulting in a pulse proportional to the created charge in the
semiconductor material. The output signal is amplified by a spectroscopy amplifier
(ORTEC 570) and delayed by a subsequent delay amplifier (ORTEC 427A). Due to its
pulse-shaping feature the former is essential for an accurate analog output signal (0–
10 V) representing the deposited energy in the active area of the detector. The latter
just delays the arriving pulse which becomes crucial for the performed coincidence
measurements considering the much faster electrons compared to the heavier ion
projectiles (cf. Section 2.6.2).
The resulting well-shaped and amplified signal is then pulse height analyzed and ar-
ranged into a histogram by a multichannel analyzer (MCA). The one used in this setup
is provided by CAEN (Mod. N957). Via an optical USB cable the prepared spectrum
of pulse heights versus number of electrons can be linked to the measurement com-
puter on ground potential.

For reasonable coincidence measurements a gate signal is indispensable. The cas-
cade of secondary electrons created in the microchannel plate detector by ions travers-
ing the target, serves as such a signal. Once extracted from the anode, it gets pream-
plified (ORTEC 142A) and shaped in another amplifier (ORTEC 474). To gain accurate
timing information from analog signals with varying heights but same rise time the
signal is transformed into a constant fraction discriminator (ORTEC 437A). Guiding
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Figure 2.15: Schematic of the electronics used in the performed coincidence measure-
ments.

the signal into a gate and delay generator (ORTEC 416A) provides the required gate
pulse for feeding the external gate input of the MCA with a suitable signal. In order to
transfer it to the multichannel analyzer at high voltage potential an optocoupler was
used.

2.6 Coincidence measurements

Many investigations on ion-induced electron emission from metal (eg. clean gold [35]
or polycrystalline aluminium [63]) and insulating surfaces (eg. polycrystalline lithium
fluoride [21, 22]) as well as in coincidence with scattered projectiles in grazing inci-
dence interactions [20] have been performed during the last two decades. In order
to bridge the gap between collisions in solid and those in gaseous targets the use of
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SLG samples became of major interest in this work. Thus studying electron emission
phenomena in ion-surface interactions based on the electron emission statistics is a
well-established technique [18] and the main task turned out to be the implemen-
tation of an ion detecting system enabling registration of both particle species at the
same time.

2.6.1 Ion signal creating the gate

After extraction from the ion source the particle beam is focused onto the entrance
of the sector magnet where a certain ion species with a specific mass over charge
state ratio m/q is selected (cf. Figure 2.4). The kinetic energy Ekin of the resulting ion
beam is defined by the chosen charge state q multiplied by the adjusted extraction
voltage U . To investigate the electron emission yield in this work only noble gas Arq+

ions with an atomic mass of m = 39.948 atomic mass units (amu) were applied. The
kinetic energy that the ions gain by the extraction voltage will lead to an ion velocity
vi with which the projectiles will traverse the target and impinge on the MCP detector.

mv2
i

2 = qU → vi =
√

2qU
m

. (2.3)

The ion impact at the MCP detector causes a signal serving as a gate for the per-
formed coincidence measurements. A detailed report on the gate creation and its
following processing in the multichannel analyzer can be found in the master thesis
of A.Fuchs-Fuchs [64].

2.6.2 Delayed electron signal

Comparing vi with the velocity ve that the emitted electrons gain by acceleration from
the target surface to the high voltage potential applied at the PIPS detector will em-
phasize the need of delaying the much faster electron signal. Due to their smaller
mass (me = 5.489 · 10−4 amu) the electrons will reach the detector within a much
shorter time than the corresponding ion signal will be registered by the MCP. The re-
quired delay time t that has to be applied to the measuring system to obtain true
coincidences was investigated in detail in [64] and found to be between 0.29 and
2.16µs depending on the ion charge state and the applied extraction voltage.
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2.7 Measuring procedure

2.7.1 Determination of the operating point

For achieving the highest electron collection efficiency the influence of different po-
tentials in the target chamber on the emitted electrons has to be taken into account.
The end-aperture as well as the sample holder are grounded but biasing both electron
repeller and the highly transparent grid plays a crucial role for focusing the electrons
of interest onto the active area of the PIPS detector. For optimizing the collection
efficiency numerical simulations for the electron trajectories for similar geometries
were performed in the past [52]. Thus, a rough first guess of the necessary voltages
at the collection grid and the electron repeller became possible.

Nevertheless, due to particular changes to the setup, a series of yield optimizing
measurements with varying grid and repeller potential had to be executed to obtain
the ideal operating point with collection efficiencies close to 100 %. A detailed de-
scription of this experimental procedure and accompanying 3D-simulations for the
resulting electron trajectories in the actual geometry of our new setup can be found
in [64]. The ideal operating point for the performed measurements under an impact
angle of ϑ=45◦ was found in applying a positive grid potential of 210 V and biasing
the electron repeller with -500 V.

2.7.2 Settings for coincidence measurements

After testing the electron detection branch with an auto-gate mode integrated in the
MCA, which totally neglects the ion signal arising in the MCP detector, gate settings
had to be found for performing coincidence measurements for the target of interest.
As mentioned above the ions traversing the single layer graphene target reach the de-
tector much later than the corresponding electrons and so delaying the electron sig-
nal becomes inevitable. Before every coincidence measurement the necessary delay
time is calculated for the appropriate ion charge state and kinetic energy and is ad-
justed to the measurement system.

The applied gate and delay generator offers the opportunity of varying the gate
width in a range between 0.4µs and 4µs. According to [65] for operating in the exter-
nal gate mode the incoming gate signal must occur prior to, and must extend for at
least 0.2µs after the peak. Adapted to the received electron signal pulse shape in this
case a suitable gate width of 2µs was selected. For further details on the optimizing
of the required gate settings once again [64] can be consulted.
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2.7 Measuring procedure

A crucial role plays also the avoidance of receiving pileups. If the incoming ion cur-
rent is too high a superposition of several electron events can occur. One opened
gate covers this overlapping pulse, which leads to a very noisy and falsified spectrum.
Therefore, multiple projectile hits of the surface within the gate width of 2µs have to
be avoided by keeping the impinging ion rate as low as possible (in any case less than
10 kHz). By leading the gate signal, as well as the ion-induced electron pulses into
an oscilloscope before processing in the MCA, the permanent monitoring of this dis-
turbing pileups becomes possible. The impinging ion current at the end-aperture is
always recorded and, by varying the applied voltages at the deflection plates as well
as those at the einzel lens, pileups in the electron signal can be easily reduced to an
acceptable level.

2.7.3 Calibration

The MCA sorts the received electron signal into a histogram with 8192 channels. For
allocating each peak in the resulting spectrum to a number n of simultaneously emit-
ted electrons a calibration has to be executed before starting a measurement. The
energy of the electrons deposited in the PIPS detector is directly proportional to the
applied voltage. By recording spectra at different acceleration voltages applied to the
PIPS detector and adjusting the MCA channels to the corresponding number of elec-
trons a reliable calibration can be achieved. Figure 2.16 exemplifies the performed
calibration process, in which the received peaks were assigned to the suitable num-
ber of emitted electrons at four different PIPS voltages. The slope for the detected
peaks increases with increasing applied voltage, the crossing point of their fit functions
indicates the case in which no electron was emitted from the target surface. This cal-
ibration procedure is essential, since in some occasions the first peak of a spectrum is
masked by a strong peak resulting from the intrinsic noise of the detector. The cali-
bration method described allows to correct for such an uncerainty, ensuring that the
first peak visible in each spectrum indeed corresponds to the one electron peak.
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Figure 2.16: For matching the MCA channels to the corresponding number of emitted
electrons a calibration has to be performed at different acceleration volt-
ages. The slope of the fit function increases with increasing voltage but all
fit functions cross at a single point, which indicates the fictional case for
zero electron emission.
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3.1 Electron emission statistics

A well-established technique for detecting electrons originating from ion-surface in-
teraction processes is by means of electron number statistics. A positively biased
energy sensitive PIPS detector extracts the ion-induced electrons emitted from the
surface, allowing to determine the number of emitted electrons at every projectile
impact. PE processes expire within 10−13 s [15], while subsequent KE events last no
longer than 10−12–10−11 s [66]. With a time resolution of about 0.5µs of the detector
electronics all emitted electrons induced by one projectile will reach the active area
of the PIPS detector within this time window, and will therefore be counted in one
pulse. Consequently the number of emitted electrons per ion can be deduced from
the pulse height distribution of the detector. The great advantage of this method,
compared to other yield evaluation techniques, is well-founded in receiving the statis-
tics of electron emission, and not exclusively their average number. Such a statistics
plays a crucial role when it comes to registration of extremely small particle currents,
which is no longer feasible with conventional measurement methods. It reveals the
probabilities Wn for the simultaneous emission of n electrons resulting from a single
ion impact event. Hence, the total electron yield γ can be derived as the mean value
weighted with the individual probabilities

γ ≡ n̄ =
∞∑
n=1

nWn,
∞∑
n=0

Wn = 1. (3.1)

Forn independently emitted electrons it is commonly assumed that the EES obeys
a binomial distribution, which leads for a large ensemble of emitted electrons in to a
Poisson distribution Pn(γ)

Pn(γ) = γn

n! e
−γ. (3.2)

The counting loss, i.e. the probabilityW0 of no electron emission, can then be esti-
mated by fitting a Poisson distribution to the measured EES

W0 ≈ P0 = e−γ. (3.3)



3.1 Electron emission statistics

At small electron yields, i.e. γ ' 2, the counting loss can no longer be neglected.
Various groups have investigated the deviation of a measured EES from a Poisson

distribution. In the case of small total electron yield, and especially for PE processes,
the electron emission statistics clearly shows no longer a Poissonian behaviour. Fur-
thermore Delaney and Walton [? ] attributes a deterioration of the received spectra
to electron backscattering from the PIPS detector surface, which has to be strongly
taken into account while evaluating EES. If n electrons originating from an ion impact
event impinge on the detector surface there exists a non-negligible probability for
0,1,2... up to n electrons being backscattered from the surface. These reflected elec-
trons will only deposit a fraction of their original energy, leading to a characteristically
structured background between the individual peaks . Asselt et al.[67] investigated
the electron emission spectra more precisely by taking into account the effect of such
backscattered electrons.

Considering the possibility of backscattered electrons from the applied PIPS de-
tector surface in [17] and [18] one of the first correct interpretations of EES were in-
troduced. The authors presented an evaluation concept, in which the contribution of
backscattered electrons was included quantitatively. For particles impinging on the
PIPS detector with 30 keV the probability for backscattering can be assumed to be
pSi=17% for silicon and pAl ≈ 15% for aluminum covering the silicon active area of a
PIPS detector. A Gaussian energy distribution with mean energy and full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of 60% and∼ 40% of their original energyEe is assumed for the
reflected electrons, respectively [17, 18].

The authors in [17] and [18] fitted their measured EES spectrum S(E) to a lin-
ear combination of normalized functions Fn(E), which correspond to the respective
emission events of n ejected electrons per incident ion projectile

S(E) =
nmax∑
n=0

CnFn(E), (3.4)

whereCn represent fitting parameters related to the peak area of thenth contribution,
and therefore also to the emission probabilities Wn = kCn, where k indicates only a
constant value. Without electron backscattering these functions Fn(E) would obey a
Gaussian distribution centered around n ·Ee. Including the possibility for reflection of
m = 0, 1, 2, ...n electrons from the detector surface each Fn(E) can be determined
as a sum of individual peaks fn(E,Em,∆Em) correlated tom backscattered electrons

Fn(E) =
n∑

m=0
Pn(m)fn(E,Em,∆Em). (3.5)
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Pn(m) states the probability for backscattering of m out of n electrons arriving at
the detector and obeys the binominal statistics

Pn(m) =
(
n

m

)
pm(1− p)n−m, (3.6)

where p represents the backscattering probability for a single electron mentioned
above.

The fn(E,Em,∆Em) themselves are normalized, Gaussian-shaped functions, cen-
tred around

Em = n · Ee −m · 0.6 · Ee (3.7)

with a FWHM

∆Em =
√

(∆EDet)2 +m(∆E)2, (3.8)

where ∆EDet and ∆E represent the energy resolution of the detector and the FWHM
of the main peak, respecively.

Figure 3.1 presents as an example the contributions of m = 0...4 backscattered
electrons to the function F4(E) in the case of n = 4 simultaneously arriving electrons
at the detector surface.

By fitting the electron emission statistics to the observed spectra, the fitting pa-
rameters Cn – and consequently the emission probabilities Wn – can be deduced,
allowing to compute the total electron emission yield γ according to Equation 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Simulated pulse height distribution for n = 4 simultaneously imping-
ing electrons onto the PIPS detector with an impact energy of 30 keV.
The black curves represent the individual normalized Gauss functions for
m = 0...4 backscattered electrons, whereas the blue line indicates the
resulting function F4(E). A probability for backscattering of 15% was as-
sumed. For the reflected electrons a Gaussian energy distribution was sup-
posed with a mean energy at 60% and a FWHM of about 40% of their
original energy.

3.2 Yield calculation for received EES spectra

In his diploma thesis M. Simon [29] presented an evaluation procedure for EES with
high electron emission yield (γ > 20). In these spectra electron backscattering makes
the identification of individual peaks nearly impossible and leads to an almost Gaussian-
shaped pulse height distribution. The method he used is therefore based on deter-
mining the mean value of this Gaussian peak γGaussian and linking it to the average
yield. The center of the Gaussian is by an easily distinguishable factor α lower than
the actual electron yield due to the electron backscattering . This correction factor α
can be applied to the evaluation of every EES spectrum, its elaborated calculation can
be found in [29].

γ = α · γGaussian, α = 1
1− p(1− d) , (3.9)

where p corresponds to the probability for backscattering, and d to the average en-
ergy deposited by backscattered electrons. The implementation of a χ2-Fit-Fortran
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routine did not deliver satisfying results and thus a visual fit procedure FitVisual.xls in
Microsoft Excel was presented in [29]. The correction factorα as well as the individual
probabilities Wn for n emitted electrons could be extracted, allowing the determina-
tion of the total electron emission yield γ.

In the beginning of the present work FitVisual.xls was considered for evaluating the
yield from the performed measurements. However, the implementaion of a Python
routine for automated spectra fitting and yield evaluation was necessary. Especially
due to lower yields (γ < 20,) the method of fitting an appropriate Gaussian and link-
ing the centre of the Gaussian to the average yield seemed not to be the appropriate
choice for analyzing the electron emission spectra from single layer graphene.

The Python routine used to compute the final results was first introduced by Alexan-
der Fuchs-Fuchs in his diploma thesis [64] and elaborated in the present work with
the indispensable support of Lukas Rachbauer during his bachelor thesis [68]. Except
from determining the total electron emission yield γ by means of EES, the imple-
mented program also focuses on the rejection of the intrinsic detector noise as well
as properly accounting of background contributions. Both is essential when it comes
to the interpretation of low-yield emission spectra.

The evaluation procedure will be shortly presented here, for a deeper insight the
bachelor thesis of L. Rachbauer [68] is strongly recommended and can serve as a
manual for the Python script calcyield3.

After an appropriate calibration procedure as presented in Section 2.7.3 the position
of the first peak corresponding to the emission of one electron for a certain applied
acceleration voltage can be deduced. Figure 3.2 illustrates that this one electron peak
usually resides on the shoulder of a huge, almost perfectly Gaussian-shaped, intrinsic
detector noise peak. To reveal the requested electron peak a Gaussian was fitted to
the noise peak, and subtracted from the rest of the data.

In addition to the coarse calibration accomplished by varying the acceleration volt-
age at the PIPS detector, and allowing estimation of the assignment of the channel
number to the corresponding electron number, each measured spectrum can be in-
dividually calibrated by the applied Python routine. For such a purpose a special peak
detection algorithm is implemented, which enables finding a peak by a characteristic
shape instead of using its height [68]. With such an algorithm, also peaks covered by
noise can be located. The received peak position i is assigned to the suitable number
of emitted electrons n by means of a linear fitting curve with an adequate slope k and
offset d, as

i = k · n+ d. (3.10)
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detector noise

one electron peak

Figure 3.2: The peak representing the emission of one electron is overlapping with the
Gaussian-shaped detector noise peak, which has to be subtracted from
the data. The blue line indicates the measured spectra recorded by the
PIPS detecor, while the green line represents the already corrected data
by subtracting the detector noise peak as well as the background.

Figure 3.3 depicts an example of such a calibration, in which the channels are matched
to the number of emitted electrons.
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Figure 3.3: The detected peaks are separated in those which are not taken into account
for further yield calculations, and therefore are rejected (green dashed
lines), and those which are accepted by the Python routine (blue lines). The
performed calibration results in the assignment of channels to the corre-
sponding number of emitted electrons (red lines) [68].

Even in cases when no sample is exposed to the ion beam in the experimental
chamber, a pulse height distribution can be registered at the PIPS detector. This back-
ground spectrum originates from several effects. On the one hand, there is a chance
for field emission (e.g. from the collection grid positioned in front of the detector)
which results in a very high one-electron emission peak. On the other hand the ions
can impinge on the walls of the experimental chamber from where electrons can
be collected with low collection efficiency. Both effects lead to a low-yield electron
emission spectrum. Especially in case where the actual spectrum also shows a low
yield difficulties arise in the EES evaluation and a careful treatment of the background
becomes essential.

For each applied ion species with a certain kinetic energy a background pulse height
distribution was recorded. First the intrinsic detector noise is eliminated as described
above. Then the background spectrum as well as the one originating from ion colli-
sions with the sample is calibrated by the implemented Python routine. After match-
ing the calibrated electron-number axes of the background and raw data by proper
rescaling, the former spurious contributions can be subtracted, resulting in EES contri-
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butions arising exclusively from ion impact. As an example the subtraction procedure
for receiving the electron emission spectrum for bombardment of SLG with 12 keV
Ar3+ ions is demonstrated in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: After matching the calibration (peak positions) of the background (back-
ground) to the one of the target spectrum (data) the actual requested pulse
height distribution (corrected data) arises from a subtraction (data minus
background).

The total electron emission yield γ from the corrected data can now be achieved
by means of EES (Equation 3.1). By

Wn = Cn∑N
n=0Cn

,
N∑
n=0

Wn = 1, (3.11)

the required probability for the emission of n electrons per projectile is determined.
Therefore the fitting of the spectrum to N normalized functions Fn, as it is indicated
in Equation 3.4 and described in detail in Section 3.1,is required. By means of imple-
menting a least squares optimization, the fitting parametersCn are obtained. Instead
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of reaching the minimization by varying the different Cn it turned out to be bene-
ficial to assume a linear combination of a number of Poisson distributions for such
fitting parameters, and determine the free Poisson parameters rather than the Cn
[68]. Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 compare the different approaches. A least square fit of
the Cns gives unrealistically high fluctuations in the fitting parameters especially for
high-yield spectra and even negative coefficients. Two Poissonian distributions be-
have much better (cf. Figure 3.6a, 3.6b), while in general three Poissonian are used for
receiving results from spectra with γ > 5 (cf. Figure 3.7a,3.7b).

By determining the probabilities Wn for the emission of n electrons according to
Equation 3.11, the total electron emission yield γ can be finally calculated in terms
of Equation 3.1. Figure 3.8 presents the received results of the performed evaluation
procedure for 54 keV Ar9+ ions impinging on single layer graphene under an incidence
angle of 45◦ with respect to the surface normal. The individual emission probabilities
Wn are plotted in Figure 3.8a, while Figure 3.8b reveals the contribution of the indi-
vidual n-electron probabilities to the electron emission statistics. Assuming a linear
combination of three Poisson distributions for the fitting parameters Cn an electron
emission yield γ=18.53 was calculated for Ar9+ bombardment of SLG with a kinetic
energy of 54 keV.
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Figure 3.5: Least squares optimization by varying the fitting parametersCn. For a high
number of emitted electrons the backscattering structure becomes dom-
inant, and leads to unrealistic values for the Cns, which are directly related
to the emission probabilities. Figures taken from [68].
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Figure 3.6: Two Poisson distributions for the fitting parameters behave much better
than using a least square fit for the Cns. Figures taken from [68].
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(a) Fit with Cn obtained by three Poissonian
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Figure 3.7: Assuming a linear combination of three Poisson distributions for the fitting
parameters is especially needed for electron emission spectra with high
electron yield. Figures taken from [68].
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Figure 3.8: EES for bombardment of SLG with 54 keV Ar9+ ions under an impact angle
of 45◦ with respect to the surface plane.
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4 Results & Discussion

4.1 Coincidence spectra in comparison to
non-coincidence measurements

For receiving electron emission statistics from the desired SLG sample a properly con-
trolled coincidence measurement method is necessary. Therefore, a primary focus in
the present work was put on performing such coincidence measurements, and on
comparing the later with the results obtained by non-coincidence spectra. Such a
comparison aims at clarifying the paramount relevance of performing coincidence
measurements in ion-induced electron emission from SLG. The data-processing mul-
tichannel analyzer allows to easily switch between external and auto gate modes.
Coincidence measurements are performed in the external gate mode by recording
the incoming electron signal only in the case of an opened gate window, caused
by traversing ions impinging on the MCP detector (see Section 2.6 for details). The
auto gate mode is instead applied for achieving non-coincidence spectra, which cor-
responds to recording all incoming electron events whether they are originating from
the SLG target or from the underlying support.

To compare now the results for non-coincidence and coincidence spectra recorded
for the single layer graphene target (cf. Figure 2.11b) the sample position was care-
fully optimized with the xyzϕ-manipulator in order to exactly hit the target with the
adjusted ion beam. The arriving ion current was registered at the end-aperture (cf.
Figure 2.5) before entering the experimental chamber, while the gate count rate was
monitored by an oscilloscope. The coincident and non-coincidence pulse height dis-
tributions were recorded directly, one after the other without changing the target po-
sition. As an example Figure 4.1 presents two resulting spectra received by this pro-
cedure. Under an impact angle ϑ = 45◦ with respect to the surface normal SLG was
bombarded with 12 keV Ar5+ ions. In one case the emitted electrons were registered in
coincidence with the traversing ions, while in the other case all emission events were
recorded by the PIPS detector. The solid lines in Figure 4.1 show the obtained fitting
curves while the dashed vertical lines present the total electron emission yield, calcu-
lated from the corresponding spectra following the evaluation process described in
Section 3.2. For such broad distributions the calculated yield strongly deviates from
the mean value of a corresponding Gaussian, but regarding the probability distribu-
tions Wn for n simultaneously emitted electrons (cf. Figure 4.2) confirms the yield



4.1 Coincidence spectra in comparison to non-coincidence measurements

evaluation. Due to the much higher count rate in the case of not coincidence mea-
surements apparently the two spectra differ from each other considering the absolute
number of counts. Nevertheless, also a difference in their emission yields, γ=9 for the
non-coincidence spectrum and γ=8 in case of coincident recording, can be deduced.
Such a difference in the emission yield of at least one extra electron primarily arises
from the support material in the EES of the SLG, qualifying coincidence measure-
ments as more approriate for such kind of samples.
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Figure 4.1: Measured spectra for SLG bombardment with 12 keV Ar5+ ions under an
impact angle of 45◦ with respect to the incoming projectile beam. A coin-
cident measurement by registering only electrons with a corresponding ion
signal (green solid line) as well as a non-coincidence measurement record-
ing all emission events (blue solid line) were performed. With γ=8 (green
dashed line) for the coincident and γ=9 (blue dashed line) for the non-
coincidence case a difference in the emission yield can be concluded.

In order to further demonstrate the differences in the results when performing co-
incident and non-coincidence measurements for single layer graphene mounted on
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Figure 4.2: Probability distribution Wn for n simultaneously emitted electron induced
by 12 keV Ar5+ impact on SLG. For both the coincident (a) and the non-
coincidence (b) EES the obtained yield deviates strongly from the mean
value of a corresponding Gaussian distribution, due to non-negligible con-
tributions of high-n electron emission.
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4.1 Coincidence spectra in comparison to non-coincidence measurements

its support, a series of emission spectra were recorded. Figure 4.3 presents the out-
come of such a series including EES data for different incident ion charge states. Once
more an angle of ϑ=45◦ with respect to the surface plane was chosen, and – by vary-
ing the extraction voltage at the ion source – the kinetic energy of the different charge
state projectiles was set to 12 keV. At each selected charge state q the non-coincidence
spectrum exhibits a slightly higher electron emission yield γ with respect to the co-
incident measurement, even though the results become more similar with increasing
charge state.
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Figure 4.3: Charge state dependence of Arq+-induced electron emission yield for co-
incidence and non-coincidence EES from SLG. For all projectiles the inci-
dent energy was set to 12 keV and the impact angle to 45◦. For every charge
state the electron yield obtained by the coincident measurement is lower
(≈ 1e−) than the one calculated from the non-coincident spectrum.

Although there is a recognizable difference in the performed EES for SLG with and
without its support the possibility for ions traversing the Quantifoil was conceivable.
Coincident as well as not-coincidence spectra were recorded for the support material
to enable later evaluation. If the Quantifoil is thick enough to stop a certain ion the
received coincidence spectrum can be attributed to random coincidences. There-
fore a method to ascertain, whether a pulse height distribution results from true co-
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4 Results & Discussion

incidences or rather random ones, is to calculate the rate of possible random coinci-
dences Irand

c and compare it to the actually measured coincidence count rate Imeas
c

Irand
c

Imeas
c

with Irand
c = Wi · Ig. (4.1)

Imeas
c amounts to the integrated number of coincidentally measured emission events

for a single coincidence spectrum (e.g. area below the green curve in Figure 4.1), di-
vided by the measurement time, while Ig represents the gate count rate registered
at the MCP detector. Wi represents the calculated probability for an ion to reach the
sample while the gate of the previous one is still opened. Considering a time τ be-
tween two extracted ions, Wi is determined by integrating the probability density
function dWi(τ)/dτ within the time τ ∈ {0, T} in which the gate is opened

dWi

dτ
(τ) = Ii · e−Ii·τ ,

Wi(T ) =
∫ T

0

dWi

dτ
dτ,

Wi(T ) = 1− e−Ii·T ,

(4.2)

where Ii presents the incoming ion count rate, which can be regarded as the total
number of registered emission events in a non-coincidence spectrum (e.g. area be-
low the blue curve in Figure 4.1), divided by the measurement time.

Observing now spectra received from bombardment of the Quantifoil sample with
argon ions at different charge states and impact energies leads to the conclusion that
the resulting EES from a performed coincident measurement cannot only originate
from random coincidences. Table 4.1 includes the percentages of emission events
caused by random and true coincidences calculated by means of Equation 4.1 for
Arq+ bombardment of the Quantifoil target. The extremely high fraction of true co-
incidences reveals that even for ions at low-charge states, and with low impact en-
ergies a thickness of 20 nm (10 nm carbon layer and 10 nm polyvinyl formal) is only
marginally effective in preventing the projectiles from traversing the support. Com-
paring the random to true coincidences ratio for SLG (cf. Table 4.2) exhibits a clearly
higher percentage of true coincidences for SLG as for the Quantifoil target. Unfor-
tunately for the interpretation of emission yields from graphene received by coinci-
dence measurements in the following Sections, we have to consider that these elec-
trons are not coming from freestanding SLG alone, but include significant contribu-
tions from SLG plus Quantifoil support.
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4.2 Comparison of electron yields for ion bombardment of SLG and C-foils

Table 4.1: Determined percentages of emission events caused by random and true co-
incidences for bombarding a Quantifoil target with Arq+ ions derived from
experimental count rates. For calculating the probability for random coinci-
dences a gate width of T=2µs was assumed. The random coincidences are
calculated by multiplying the measured count rate registered at the MCP Ig
with the calculated probability Wi for an ion to reach the sample while the
gate of the previous one is still opened (Irand

c = Ig ·Wi). To obtain the rate
of random coincidences in the measured spectra, this value is compared to
the actually measuured coincidence count rate Imeas

c in the following way:
(Ig ·Wi)/Imeas

c . The percentage of true coincidences is therefore: true coinc
= 1 - random coinc.

Arq+ Ekin Ii Imeas
c Ig Wi Irand

c random coinc true coinc
Ar2+ 12 keV 6969 57 320 0.02 4.4 7.8% 92.2%
Ar3+ 12 keV 12074 112 700 0.02 16.7 14.9% 85.1%
Ar4+ 12 keV 15710 79 500 0.03 15.5 19.5% 80.6%
Ar5+ 12 keV 17104 136 750 0.03 25.2 18.5% 81.5%
Ar6+ 12 keV 7942 248 800 0.02 12.6 5.1% 94.9%
Ar7+ 12 keV 9710 80 550 0.02 10.6 13.3% 86.7%
Ar8+ 12 keV 7881 56 250 0.02 3.9 7.0% 93.1%
Ar9+ 12 keV 8557 171 600 0.02 10.2 5.9% 94.1%
Ar2+ 2 keV 15492 352 774 0.03 23.6 6.7% 93.3%
Ar9+ 54 keV 5410 57 309 0.03 9.9 17.3% 82.7%

4.2 Comparison of electron yields for ion bombardment
of SLG and C-foils

Investigating electron emission induced by slow multiply and highly charged ions
helps to improve the understanding of fundamental ion-surface interactions. Espe-
cially the neutralization process upon surface impact is of great interest, and strongly
depends on properties like the energy band gap and the work function of the target
material. In general, the obtained electron emission yield results from both the KE as
well as the PE, even though there exists a threshold velocity vth for the onset of kinetic
electron emission due to direct momentum transfer within the collision system (see
Section 1.2 for a more detailed description). KE originates from the transfer of pro-
jectile energy to the electronic system of the targe,t and therefore arises from within
the solid bulk [11]. For subsequent electron emission the escape through the surface-
vacuum boundary requires therefore a minimum velocity. The electron yield due to
γKE is proportional to the geometric path-length of the ion within the electron es-
cape zone and scales consequently with cos (ϑ)−1 [11] as it is presented in Equation 1.9,
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4 Results & Discussion

Table 4.2: Contributions in the emission spectrum of random and true coincidences
for bombarding SLG mounted on its Quantifoil support with Arq+ ions.
For calculating the probability for random coincidences again a gate width
T=2µs was assumed and the calculation procedure was the same as pre-
sented in Table 4.1.

Arq+ Ekin Ii Imeas
c Ig Wi Irand

c random coinc true coinc
Ar2+ 12 keV 8687 110 270 0.02 4.7 4.2% 95.8%
Ar3+ 12 keV 11481 294 600 0.02 13.6 4.6% 95.4%
Ar4+ 12 keV 15942 241 500 0.03 2.4 6.5% 93.5%
Ar5+ 12 keV 20028 348 500 0.04 3.5 6.3% 93.8%
Ar6+ 12 keV 9515 353 700 0.02 13.2 3.7% 96.3%
Ar7+ 12 keV 10776 251 400 0.02 8.5 3.4% 96.6%
Ar8+ 12 keV 7676 90 190 0.02 2.9 3.2% 96.8%
Ar9+ 12 keV 4271 42 120 0.01 1.0 2.4% 98.0%
Ar2+ 2 keV 13635 309 730 0.03 19.6 6.4% 93.6%
Ar9+ 54 keV 18565 659 722 0.03 26.3 4.0% 96.0%

with ϑ representing the impact angle. Above the threshold vth an approximately lin-
ear increase in the kinetic emission yield is expected in accordance with the electronic
stopping power (cf. Equation 1.8). Deviations from this proportionality are typically of
the order of 10 % for protons incident on thick metallic targets in a large energy range
[11]. Baragiola et al. [69] have already proposed an approximate value for the ma-
terial dependent constant Λex ≈ 0.1 Å eV , which seems to be correct within 30 %
for a hugh variety of metal and semiconductor targets [70]. Due to its potential en-
ergy the neutralization process for the projectile will already start above the surface,
giving rise to PE contributions to the total electron emission yield. The number of
emitted electrons depends on the interaction time above the surface, and therefore
scales therefore inversely with the ion velocity. Considering a velocity-independent
contribution of the total emission yield γ∞ attributed to the "peeling-off effect" [19]
at the surface selvedge, γPE can be approximated by the empirical relation presented
in Equation 1.5 according to [13, 19, 35, 39–41].

By summing up both contributions from kinetic, as well as potential emission the
total electron emission yield γ for the impact of a multiply charged ion on a solid can
be approximated as [11, 13, 24, 39]:

γ(v, ϑ) = γPE + γKE = cPE√
v · cos(ϑ)

+ γ∞

︸ ︷︷ ︸
γP E

+ Θ (v − vth)
cKE (v − vth)

cosϑ︸ ︷︷ ︸
γKE

, (4.3)
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4.2 Comparison of electron yields for ion bombardment of SLG and C-foils

for an ion-beam impact angle ϑ with respect to the surface normal. In Equation 4.3
cPE and cKE are proportionality factors for PE and KE contributions, respectively while
Θ (v − vth) is a Heaviside step function governing the onset of the kinetic electron
emission above the threshold velocity vth. It was interesting to see, whether this em-
pirical relation 4.3 holds for SLG targets as well.

To completely separate these two regimes either slow ions at very high charge
states or projectiles with velocities below the threshold vth would be necessary for
reaching the PE-dominated regime, while neutral projectiles would lead to emission
yields resulting from pure KE. Since the velocity of the ions depends on the adjusted
extraction voltage (Equation 2.3). The separation between these two regimes is hard
to reach due to limitations in the available voltage range of the ECR ion source (1 kV .
U . 6 kV ). Additionally, the usage of SOPHIE is accompanied by constraints in the
reachable argon ion charge state (1 ≤ q ≤ 14).

For obtaining the desired electron emission results the targets of interest were bom-
barded with Ar ions (2 ≤ q ≤ 9) in an energy range of 2–54 keV, which leads to the
following velocity limitations:

vmin(2 keV) = 9.8× 104 m/s,

and

vmax(54 keV) = 51× 104 m/s.

4.2.1 Dependence on the projectile velocity

In order to gather the first velocity dependent electron emission yield from single
layer graphene the target was bombarded with Ar2+ and Ar9+ ions. Due to the energy
limitations given by the ECRIS the projectile velocity was confined to 9.8×104 ≤ v ≤
24.1 × 104 m/s in the case of Ar2+ and to 20.8 × 104 ≤ v ≤ 51 × 104 m/s for Ar9+.
All presented results were obtained for ion bombardment under an impact angle of
ϑ = 45◦ with respect to the surface plane. Hence, no evaluation of the electron yield
dependence on the incidente angle was feasible which is strongly suggested here for
future electron yield studyies since it expands the possibility for PE and KE separation.
Equation 4.3 can be simpflified as

γ(v) = γPE + γKE = c̃PE√
v

+ γ∞︸ ︷︷ ︸
γP E

+ Θ (v − vth) c̃KE (v − vth)︸ ︷︷ ︸
γKE

, (4.4)
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where

c̃PE = cPE√
cosϑ

= cPE√
cos(45)

, (4.5)

and

c̃KE = cKE
cosϑ = cKE

cos(45) . (4.6)

A deterioration in the collection efficiency for the applied measurement setup for
decreasing impact angle was found [29] but for the selected angle of ϑ = 45◦ no
correction in the yield was necessary. The determined electron emission yields from
SLG bombarded with Ar2+ and Ar9+ ions with varying velocities under an impact an-
gle of ϑ = 45◦ with respect to the surface plane are presented in Figure 4.4 (green
data ponits).

The measured electron emission yields as a function of projectile velocity can be
nicely fitted – according to Equation 1.8 – by a linear function. This leads to the obvious
conclusion that the projectile velocities lie already above the kinetic threshold. The
value of this threshold strongly depends on quantities of the target material such the
Fermi energy and the work function [23] (cf. Equation 1.7).

It is interesting to compare the results for single layer graphene with results for
materials of similar characteristics was considered. Therefore results for ion-induced
electron emission from HOPG [71, 72] are represented as well in Figure 4.4. Such
highly pure and ordered form of graphite consists of well-defined layered carbon
sheets which leads to high electrical conductivity parallel to these layers compared
to the perpendicular direction [73]. Since the two-dimensional graphene is regarded
as a very good conductor, results obtained by argon ion impact on HOPG parallel
to these carbon sheets were taken into consideration. Cernusca received in his PhD
thesis [71] the total electron emission yield for Ar+ bombardment of HOPG under
normal incident at different ion velocities. For comparing these results with the mea-
surements performed under an impact angle of ϑ = 45◦ the yield γ determined by
[71] was corrected for the difference in impact angle by means of Equation 1.9.

Bodewits et al. [72] measured the electron yields for highly charged ions (Ar and Xe)
impinging on HOPG as a function of projectile velocity just above the kinetic thresh-
old. The results for Ar13+ under an impact angle of ϑ=45◦ with respect to the surface
normal (data for ϑ=30◦ were again corrected by means of Equation 1.9) are also rep-
resented in Figure 4.4. The emission yield for Ar9+ was only obtained for one specific
impact velocity but as a matter of guidance this data point is included as well to the
sake of completeness.
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Figure 4.4: Velocity dependence of emission yield from SLG and carbon foils bom-
barded with Arq+ ions under an impact angle of ϑ = 45◦. Total electron
yields from HOPG measured by [72] and [71] have been added for com-
parison. The dashed vertical line indicates the threshold velocity for HOPG
found by [74]. All data points were fitted by a linear fit function depending
on an offset caused by PE and a proportionality factor for the KE contribu-
tion. In the PE-dominant regime below the threshold for kinetic electron
emission the velocity dependence is just continued as a matter of guid-
ance. Due to PE the electron yield for projectiles at charge states q ≥ 3
is expected to rise again with decreasing impact velocity but no data were
available by these measurements.

According to Equation 1.7, Cernusca et al. [74] calculated the threshold velocity
for HOPG by considering a target work function of 5.0 eV and 21.3 eV for the Fermi
energy [75]. They determined a KE threshold of vth(C) ≈ 15×104 m/s while their per-
formed measurements led to a slightly lower value for HOPG (vth(C) ≈ 10×104 m/s).
Such deviation from the calculated vth might be related to the band structure of the
material which is assumed to be the one of a quasi-free electron metal in Equation 1.7,
and an additional surface assisted KE mechanism caused by partial localisation of the
quasi-free electrons [74, 76, 77].
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The exact KE threshold value for single layer graphene is unknown but, since HOPG
can be regarded as a composition of many graphene layers, the assumption of simi-
lar threshold velocities seems to be appropriate. The dashed vertical line in Figure 4.4
indicates the threshold value found for HOPG in [74] and assumed for SLG. Since
the received electron emission yields for both Ar2+ and Ar9+ increase linearly with
the projectile velocity a nearly constant potential emission contribution in this en-
ergy range is presumed. Equation 4.4 can then be reduced to an expression with a
reduced number of parameters as

γ(v) = γ∞PE + c̃KE · (v − vth), (4.7)

where γ∞PE results from an offset caused by PE below the threshold, and c̃KE repre-
sents the KE proportionality factor.

In addition to the comparison of SLG with HOPG the same measurement proce-
dure was performed for amorphous thin carbon foils with an areal density of 5µm/cm2

(purchased from Arizona Foil Company). Under an impact angle of ϑ = 45◦ with re-
spect to the surface normal the carbon foils were bombarded with Ar2+ within a ve-
locity range of 9.8 × 104 ≤ v ≤ 24.1 × 104 m/s and Ar9+ within a velocity range of
20.8 × 104 ≤ v ≤ 51 × 104 m/s. Figure 4.4 includes the results obtained for Ar9+ in-
duced electron emission from such carbon foil targets (blue data points) to compare
them with the findings for SLG and HOPG. Due to very low emission yields received
from the measurements with Ar2+ the evaluation of these spectra was governed by
huge errors and therefore the results were not added at this point.

Cernusca et al. [77] measured kinetic emission from carbon tiles as well as from
HOPG induced by different projectiles and concluded a similarity in the KE threshold
velocities for both targets. Hence the threshold velocity vth(C) ≈ 10 × 104 m/s for
HOPG represented by the dashed line in Figure 4.4 was assumed to count as an indi-
cation for the threshold velocity for our carbon foils as well. Accordingly all presented
data points lie above the assumed KE threshold and as a consequence the received
emission yields are once more fitted by the kinetic emission contribution (cf. Equa-
tion 4.7).

Table 4.3 presents the determined fit parameters γ∞PE and c̃KE for both target ma-
terials, as well as those for HOPG obtained by fitting the data of [71] and [72] by means
of Equation 4.7. For all targets a threshold velocity of 10× 104 m/s was assumed.

By analyzing the obtained fit parameters one can conclude a clear increase of the
yield with projectile velocity and a potential electron emission yield γ∞PE increasing
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Table 4.3: Derived fit parameters for Arq+ bombardment of different targets. γ∞PE rep-
resents the velocity independent PE contribution while c̃KE comprises the
proportionality factor for KE.

target projectile γ∞PE c̃KE
HOPG Ar13+ 36.4 0.13

SLG Ar9+ 9.8 0.17
C-foil Ar9+ 5.7 0.17
SLG Ar2+ 2.8 0.07

HOPG Ar+ 0.4 0.17

with charge states. The dependence on the kinetic energy of the projectile seems to
be almost the same for all target materials although the smaller slope represented by
c̃KE in the case of Ar2+ bombardment of SLG indicates a weaker dependency. This
might be caused by the above mentioned much higher errors in the evaluation for
low yield spectra.

The comparision of the electron yield for Ar9+ impinging on graphene and amor-
phous carbon indicates a much higher emission yield for SLG than for the consid-
erably thicker carbon foil. The results presented in Table 4.3 lead to a difference in
the potential emission yields of ∆γ∞PE ≈ 4.1 e− for these two targets. However, one
has to consider that the higher yield in the case of SLG might also arise from elec-
trons emitted from the back side of the SLG target. Due to the one atom thickness
of this special two-dimensional material such electrons might have the possibility to
be accelerated through the sample onto the PIPS detector and therefore add to the
received emission yield. A way to overcome this problem might be a slightly posi-
tively biased electrode close to the back side of the target for extracting the electrons
ejected from the back side. At this point it has to be clearly emphasized that the re-
ceived coincidence EES from SLG not only originates from graphene but also from its
supporting Quantifoil since neither the Ar2+ not the Ar9+ projectile can be sufficiently
stopped.

The performed coincidence measurements were only the very first attempt for
collecting information on ion-induced electron emission from graphene. Results of
emission yields from SLG were obtained for a variety of projectile velocities under a
fixed impact angle. For extending the investigations on PE and KE resulting from ion
bombardment of graphene further measurements have been performed as elabo-
rated in more detail in the following chapter.
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4.2.2 Charge state dependency

As it was already presented above (cf. Section 4.2.1) a strong increase in the electron
emission yield with the projectile charge state q exists if one compares the results for
Ar2+ and Ar9+ impinging on the same target. Related to the charge state is the po-
tential energy Wp̊ot(q) an ion is carrying towards the surface. Wpot(q) is determined
by the sum of ionization energies Ei, which have to be spent to remove q electrons
from the initially neutral atom during the ion production process

Wpot(q) =
q∑

n=1
En
i . (4.8)

The increase of the potential energyWpot(q) is not linear with the charge state q, but
rather reflects the shell structure of the ion. Its dependence as a function of charge
state q is demonstrated in Figure 4.5 for the case of argon ions which is the ion species
in our measurements.
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Figure 4.5: Ionization energy as a function of charge state for argon. The clearly visible
steps in this trend indicate the higher ionization energy that is required for
removing electrons from the L and K shell.

Ar ions of charge state q ≤ 8 have completely filled K and L shells, whereas for pro-
jectiles with q > 8 the number of L shell vacancies increases. While ator lower charge
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4.2 Comparison of electron yields for ion bombardment of SLG and C-foils

states only weakly-bound electrons from the M shell have to be removed, the higher
charge states require a higher ionization energy for the creation of L-shell vacancies.
As a result a much higher incremental increase of the secondary-electron yields for
argon projectiles with q > 8 [72] has to be expected, and can be observed in the elec-
tron emission results of SLG performed within this work.

Charge state depending emission yields for impact of 12 keV Arq+ (q = 2, 3, . . . , 9)
on SLG and thin carbon foils at an incident angle of ϑ=45◦ with respect to the surface
normal were obtained. Figure 4.6 presents the increase in the total electron emission
yield with the ion charge state for the performed measurements. Since the 20 nm
thick Quantifoil support film consists at least of a 10 nm carbon layer according to
specifications of the manufacturer [56] for the purpose of comparison the obtained
emission yields for this carbon-based material were added in Figure 4.6. For all per-
formed measurements in the present work (blue data points in Figure 4.6) the kinetic
energy of the Arq+ projectiles was kept at 12 keV and the impact angle was set to 45◦

with respect to the incoming ion beam. Bodewits et al. [72] showed the charge state
dependency for Arq+ bombardment of HOPG at different incidence angles. Their
results for ϑ = 45◦ are included in Figure 4.6, even though they used projectiles at
a much higher impact energy (91 keV). The broad gap in the emission yield received
from Ar9+ compared to Ar8+ can be clearly observed for all targets and is attributed
to the removal of the stronger bound electrons from the L shell in the case of Ar9+.
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Figure 4.6: Shell structure of the projectile ion represented in the total electron emis-
sion yield. The high increase in the yield for argon ions at the charge state
q=9 is reasoned on the higher required ionization energy that has to be
spent into the creation of L shell vacancies. The figure includes measured
emission results for SLG, its Quantifoil support and amorphous carbon for
the bombardment with 12 keV argon ions. Electron yields for HOPG re-
ceived by [72] with 91 keV Ar ions have been included for comparison.

With the assumption that the kinetic electron emission at the considered energy
(12 keV) is independent from the ion charge state the difference in the total electron
yield for ions at different charge states and fixed kinetic energy can be solely assigned
to potential electron emission. Calculating now the difference between the total elec-
tron yield gained for the highest charge state q = 9 and the lowest charge state q = 2
leads to an insight in PE for the different targets. Table 4.4 presents the results for this
determination. In accordance to the results of the previous Section SLG again shows
a much higher electron yield than amorphous carbon.

Usually a linear increase of the PE yield with the potential energy Wpot is assumed
for low charge states, as it has been noted by different authors [19, 78, 79]. In Fig-
ure 4.7 the measured electron yield has been plotted versus the available potential
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4.2 Comparison of electron yields for ion bombardment of SLG and C-foils

Table 4.4: PE contribution to the total electron yield in comparison for different tar-
gets bombarded with 12 keV Ar ions.

target ∆γPE(qmax − qmin)
C-foil 7.3

Quantifoil 7.9
SLG 10.9

energy Wpot carried by 12 keV Ar ions. For q ≤ 8 charge states the authors in [19]
claim that the slope of the curve fitted to the γ values corresponds to the energy re-
quired for the emission of one electron. For charge states q ≥ 9 the yields may again
be fitted by a straight line but the slope changes due to higher "cost" for emitting each
additional electron at this projectile charge state. Argon ions with charge states q ≤ 8
have completely filled K and L shells, whereas an increasing number of L-shell va-
cancies show up for charge states above. If there is not sufficient time to fill up these
vacancies before the projectile reaches the surface, there will still be q electrons in
the M shell or higher shells as well as (q − 8) vacancies in the L-shell. As a result the
energy stored in these (q − 8) highly excited projectiles has not yet been available for
slow electron emission in the RN-AI deexcitation cascades above the surface. In the
present work Ar charge states q > 9 were not available and all yield data can still be
fitted with a linear dependence on Wpot (see Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7: Electron yield dependence on the potential energyWpot carried by 12 keV
Arq+ ions impinging – under an impact of 45◦ with respect to the surface
normal – on SLG. The potential energy necessary for emission of one elec-
tron due to potential emission is on the average about 88 eV, a value very
well comparable to metallic surfaces like Au or W [19, 78].
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5 Conclusion & Outlook

Electron emission from metal [17–20] and insulator [21, 22] surfaces has been al-
ready investigated at the TU Wien for decades. With the access to the ultimately
thin two-dimensional material graphene, especially single layer graphene provided
by our coworkers at the University of Duisburg-Essen, investigations of its interaction
with multiply charged ions became of great interest for a better understanding of the
underlying physical processes.

For separating emission events originating from ion transmission through SLG from
ion impact on its support, coincidence measurements were attempted in this master
thesis and a corresponding experimental setup was built. Comparing the results for
coincident and non-coincidence ion-induced electron emission from graphene in-
deed showed differences in the received total electron yields.

Based on the EES evaluation method proposed in [17, 18] a computer script was
developed for ensuring an automatic yield calculation from electron emission spec-
tra [68].

Investigations on kinetic and potential electron emission from SLG were accom-
plished by individually varying the charge state of the impinging ion and keeping the
velocity fixed as well as diversifying the impact velocity at a constant charge state. The
dependence of the yield on the incident velocity was compared to previous measure-
ments of ion-induced electron emission from HOPG [71, 72] partly performed at the
TU Wien. The measured yields for both the HOPG as well as the SLG were described
in good agreement by the well known empirical relations including contributions of
KE and PE.

As a further step, the velocity independent fraction of the potential electron emis-
sion was compared for SLG and thin carbon foil. As a surprising result a much higher
PE yield was found for this two-dimensional allotrope of carbon.

Measuring EES for the examined target materials exposed a clear yield dependence
on the charge state (or the potential energy) of the ion as it was expected for the dom-
inant potential emission process.



Receiving non-negligible high yield coincident spectra for the Quantifoil target alone
lead to the conclusion that the projectile ions in this energy range are able to traverse
the carbon-based support. The obtained pulse height distribution could not be jus-
tified by only originating from random coincidences according to the performed es-
timations. Consequently, a thickness of 20 nm Quantifoil (10 nm carbon layer and
10 nm polyvinyl formal) is found to be not sufficiently thick to stop 2-54 keV Arq+

ions. Coincidence measurements of ion-induced electron emission are therefore not
able to separate electrons originating from freestanding SLG and those from SLG on
the Quantifoil support. For improving future coincident recordings first and foremost
a different carrier for graphene should be considered. Quantifoils additionally evapo-
rated with 100 nm gold can serve as an adequate supporting material since the result-
ing thickness of 120 nm should be sufficiently thick to stop argon ion projectiles with
energies up to 100 keV according to SDTRIM.SP simulations. The calculated stopped
fraction per penetration depth for 60 keV and 100 keV projectiles is shown in Fig-
ure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: SDTRIM.SP simulation (performed by Bernhard Berger) presenting the
stopped fraction per depth for argon impinging on gold. 100 nm Au layer
on top of the Quantifoil is therefore expected to be sufficient for stopping
both 60 keV as well as 100 keV argon projectiles.

Once the graphene is mounted on an appropriate support a range of further inves-
tigations on its ion-induced emission yield can be considered. Recording EES at dif-
ferent impact angles with projectile velocities below the kinetic threshold would help
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5 Conclusion & Outlook

to determine the missing fit parameters cPE and γ∞PE in the PE regime, and finally the
total electron yield could be fitted by the expression presented in Equation 4.3 within
the whole velocity range. Observing the resulting emission spectra for bombardment
with different ion species would improve the understanding of ion-graphene interac-
tion processes. In addition the implementation of a different ion source would enlarge
the range of impact energies and charge states and thus even velocities in the pure
PE regime would be accessible. This will become feasible when applying an electron
beam ion source (EBIS), which is currently planned for future measurements on EES
from SLG. The EBIS will enable the production of fully stripped Xe54+ and Ar18+ ions.

Concerning the possibility for electrons emitted from the back side of the single
layer graphene getting extracted by the high voltage applied to the PIPS detector and
therefore increasing the gathered EES, for future measurement procedures a modi-
fied extraction electrode for this disturbing electrons is suggested. Another advise-
ment is to examine EES from the back side of the sample by rotating the sample
holder in a way that its back side is facing the collection grid. Comparing the results to
the ones received from the front side might give a deeper insight in the electron pro-
ducing processes within the graphene layer. In addition to the already ongoing trans-
mission measurements of slow MCI and HCI through free-standing few atomic layer
films [80, 81] the coincidence measurements of ion-induced electron emission from
graphene are planned to be supplemented with energy loss and charge loss evalua-
tions. Combining the study on electron emission, charge exchange and energy loss
for two-dimensional materials like graphene will imply a further step in ion-matter
investigations.
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